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1. BACKGROUND

- In China, more than 50% of traffic accidents are caused by overspeed, non-compliance, reverse driving, illegal occupation, and illegal overtaking.

![The main reasons for road accident](image)
1. BACKGROUND

- Serious accidents causing casualties are concentrated in locations where the traffic environment is complex.
1. BACKGROUND

- Pre-tight seat belt
- Whiplash Protection System (WHIPS)
- Vehicle-use child safety seats
- Airbag

Post-accident phase
1. BACKGROUND

- Anti-collision warning system (AWS)
- Traction control system
- Electronic Stability Program (ESP)
- Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA)
- Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
- Electric Brake force Distribution (EBD)
- Lane changing auxiliary system
- Acceleration Slip Regulation (ASR)

The upcoming phase of the accident
1. BACKGROUND

How to reduce the probability of accidents during normal driving?

- Obtain the safety information related to driving vehicles on the road
- Provide the normal information intervention and safe services for drivers
1. BACKGROUND

Why the accident occurs?

Whether the velocity vectors of the conflicting vehicles intersect?

How to know the position of the vehicle on the road?

Actively prevent accidents from happening

High-precision positioning and reliable spatial data are necessary conditions for proactive prevention of accidents
2. HIGH PRECISION POSITIONING AND MAPPING

- GNSS observation network and wide-area real-time precision positioning system are important infrastructures for realizing urban traffic active safety services, enabling wide-area sub-meter positioning

- Vehicle-borne high-precision positioning terminal

Marking, sign recognizing  V2V, V2R short-range communication  Moving objects detection
2. HIGH PRECISION POSITIONING AND MAPPING

- Vehicle-borne high-precision positioning terminal
  - high-precision lane-level seamless positioning module
  - low-speed CAN bus information acquisition and control
  - V2X workshop-vehicle short-range communication
  - 3G and call communication
  - ACC radar sensing

Main board and appearance of the terminal

Android operating system embedded with high-precision positioning module
2. HIGH PRECISION POSITIONING AND MAPPING

- High-precision, high-resolution spatial data, especially the road maps, are the basic conditions for active traffic safety services.
2. HIGH PRECISION POSITIONING AND MAPPING
2. HIGH PRECISION POSITIONING AND MAPPING

High precision road map generation from mobile laser scanning data
2. HIGH PRECISION POSITIONING AND MAPPING

Overlay of the multi-level navigation electronic map

Error distribution map

Accuracy evaluation of lane level road maps

Application of lane level navigation map
3. ACTIVE TRAFFIC SAFETY MODELS

(1) The coupling of crash factors and driving status
   - Crash factor analysis
   - The relationship within driving behavior and road alignment & environment
   - The effect of driving state on crashes

-> Driving status data acquisition
   - High-precision devices: location / speed / 3-Dimension acceleration
3. ACTIVE TRAFFIC SAFETY MODELS

Pre-warning premises
- Chemical vehicles / micro vans + Raining + >30km/h
- Other vehicles + Raining + >40km/h
- All vehicles + Sunny + >60km/h
3. ACTIVE TRAFFIC SAFETY MODELS

(2) Risk alerting based on spatial-temporal impact analysis of incidents

- Number of vehicles involved
- Occupied lane
- Level of service
- Single crash
- Multi-veh crash

Regression Analysis

- Crash dealing time
- Clearance time
- Queuing length
3. ACTIVE TRAFFIC SAFETY MODELS

(3) Conflicts alerting in the intersections based on high-precision positioning techniques and DSRC

- V2V–DSRC+ meter-level positioning
- Real-time online analysis and alerting
3. ACTIVE TRAFFIC SAFETY MODELS

(3) Conflicts alerting within the intersections based on high-precision positioning techniques and DSRC

- Vehicle trajectory
- Conflict level
- Alerting conditions

- Modeling method:
  - Three stages: into curve, in curve, leave curve
  - Log-linear model, to estimate duration time of the three stages
  - Conflicts classification within the turning duration
3. ACTIVE TRAFFIC SAFETY MODELS

(4) Enhancing visual sense under low-visibility weather conditions

- Modeling method: \textit{Spatial information technology + VR}
  - Spatial point cloud of infrastructure by laser scanning and UAV
  - 3D digital restructure
  - High-precision data acquisition by on-board devices
  - Perspectives generating from driver’s viewpoint
  - Scenes generating by on-board devices
4 APPLICATION
5 CONCLUSIONS

(1) High precision positioning + safety can help to improve safety by
+ mapping technique
+ safety model
+ VR technique
+ ...

(2) Key technique of Autonomous Vehicle and Connect Vehicle: High precision + Communication

(3) Our role: Know where you are and let other vehicle know where you are
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